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MagBytes; the fine print 
This is a free New Zealand subscriber email info magazine from the NZ Apple news and info site mac-nz.com.
MagBytes tells you what’s happening and what’s new in the world of Apple every month, compiled from Mac NZ. 
Learn tips and how to do interesting things with your Macs and iDevices, and how to get more out of them. 
MagBytes is brought to you by Mark Webster, onetime editor of NZ Macguide magazine and a long-time trainer and commentator on Apple and the world of technology. 
Mark wrote about Apple for a worldwide audience on the New Zealand Herald under the title ‘Apple Watch’ (2009-2014) and at his Mac NZ Apple info site. You can store your issues of 
MagBytes on your HD, Thumb Drive or on CD/DVD, read it on screen, or even just drag it to iTunes (or to iBooks, from Mavericks) to have it appear on your iPhone and iPad (inside iBooks) 
next time you sync. Or print it out, even – and please feel free to pass MagBytes on. 
MagBytes is free to receive and you can opt out any time by sending an email here with ‘opt out’ in the subject line. The email list is guarded and private and held by Mac NZ for this purpose 
only. Find out more about the MagBytes Apple newsletter online (click on Mac NZ MagBytes Newsletter at top centre).

January 2015 ~ 
•2———Mac News ~ Free in iTunes, 

developer money, 1984, Flash misery, 
Mac speed, Microsoft, student privacy, 

AudioHijack, Option Key, the most 
common passwords 

•4———Updates ~ Logic update adds 
features, Logic Remote,  

MainStage, Yosemite 10.2.2 
•5———Mac Help ~ In Northland, 

Auckland & Christchurch 
•6——— iOS & iDevice news ~ 

iPhone storage & sales, developers 
make more than movies, Apple Watch, 
space drop, tiny keyboard, PhotoTime, 

Parallels, Spyglass, Carpenter stylus 
•8———Tips & Tricks ~ Bumper 

2-months’ worth: Turbocharge your 
Apple life with extra tips from the 

Christmas period  
•13———Shiny&New ~ 27-inch 

Retina iMac, iPhone 6 cases  
across the spectrum

Monthly NZ newsletter of  things Apple for your edification and delectationMagBytes

Apple’s 27-inch iMac with 5K Retina 
display is an awesomely powerful, 
wonderful Mac – Apple’s best ever. 

mailto:mac.nz%40me.com?subject=From%20MagBytes
mailto:mac.nz%40me.com?subject=From%20MagBytes
http://www.creativetech.net.nz
http://www.mac-nz.com
http://www.mac-nz.com
mailto:newsletter%40mac-nz.com?subject=Opt%20Out
http://www.mac-nz.com
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Mac News Free in iTunes ~ Mac App money ~ Mac ‘1984’ ad now 31 years old

Free iTunes music back ... in the US
Apple killed its long-running Single of the Week 
promotion earlier this month, disappointing iTunes 
users everywhere. This was after 11 years of weekly 
complimentary songs, which offered exposure to 
countless new artists.
But Apple has just launched a new Free on iTunes 
section in the US iTunes Store only, chock full of songs 
and even full-length TV episodes. Instead of one free 
song, there are 16 of them.
But Single of the Week was available internationally, 
while Free on iTunes, so far, looks like it’s US-only. 
[Gah! And we haven’t even got the single free single 
back.]

Mac App Store money for indie developer
A number of independent iOS developers have offered 
insight into exactly how much work and effort pays off 
in selling apps, or sometimes showing when it fails to 
pay off. John Saddington, the indie developer behind 
the successful blogging app Desk (NZ$38.99) pointed 
a spotlight at his creation, showing how his ‘side 
project’ made a profit of US$35,000 with only 63 days 
of sales in 2014.

Apple’s 1984 ad was 31 years ago
31 years ago, Apple’s legendary 1984 commercial was 
broadcast during Super Bowl XVIII. The award-winning 
ad was directed by Ridley Scott, and is still considered 
one of the top commercials of all time.  
[I wrote about this on iStart.]

61 Hurstmere Road, Takapuna 09 486 1493

Authorised to service iPod, 
iPad and Mac

www.istorenz.com

Enhancing Your Apple Experience

Scan QR Code to quickly 
get in touch with iStore

mailto:mac.nz%40me.com?subject=From%20MagBytes
mailto:mac.nz%40me.com?subject=From%20MagBytes
http://www.macworld.com/article/2874929/apple-brings-back-free-music-with-new-itunes-promotion.html
https://itunes.apple.com/nz/app/desk-writing-blogging-notetaking/id915839505
http://www.tuaw.com/2015/01/26/how-the-mac-app-store-made-money-for-this-indie-developers-sid
http://www.tuaw.com/2015/01/26/how-the-mac-app-store-made-money-for-this-indie-developers-sid
http://www.tuaw.com/2015/01/22/31-years-ago-apples-iconic-1984-ad-was-broadcast-nationally
http://www.tuaw.com/2015/01/22/31-years-ago-apples-iconic-1984-ad-was-broadcast-nationally
http://istart.co.nz/nz-opinion-article/apple-matters-apple-1984-and-excellent-clothing/
http://www.istorenz.com
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More Mac news is collated online

Mac News Cook money ~ Flash ~ Mac speed ~ privacy ~ AudioHijack ~ Option

Apple doubles Cook’s money
Apple is clearly happy with CEO Tim 
Cook’s performance, as his compensation 
keeps going up and up and up. In 2014, his 
pay package was valued at $9.22 million, 
more than double what the company 
offered him in 2013. 

Flash misery again
Adobe on Saturday released an updated 
version of its Flash player software that 
patches an undisclosed vulnerability 
which could allow remote attackers to 
take control of Macs or PCs, urging users 
to update as the problem is being actively 
exploited by malicious actors.

Seven tips for speedier Macs
Nancy Gravley at MacObserver tells you 
how.

Microsoft follows Apple’s lead
Microsoft has announced that Windows 
10, its next-generation desktop and mobile 
operating system, will be offered as a free 
upgrade for users running Windows 7, 
Windows 8.1, and Windows Phone 8.1.
Apple spends more on lobbying as 
politics and technology intersect — The 
late Steve Jobs spoke often about the 
importance of being at the intersection 
of technology and the humanities, but 

the company increasingly finds itself at a 
new intersection: technology and politics. 
Bloomberg reported the Cupertino 
company has dramatically stepped up 
its lobbying efforts in Washington, DC, 
lobbying some 13 different departments 
and agencies in 2014.

Apple joins student data privacy
A number of tech industry heavyweights, 
including Apple, Microsoft and Google, 
have pledged support for a data privacy 
initiative aimed at keeping student 
information safe.

AudioHijack’s better interface
Rogue Amoeba’s Audio Hijack Pro has 
been a longtime favourite of many who 
wish to capture sound routed through 
their Mac, whether from apps or audio 
input devices. Inventive and powerful 
though the app was, however, its interface 
could be challenging to the uninitiated. 
With the release of Audio Hijack 3, the 
company has taken a large stride forward 
in making the app both capable and easy 
to use. [I bought it.]

2014’s worst passwords
There are still surprising numbers of 
people who use passwords that are very 
easy to guess. For some reason, these 

are usually the 
same people 
who are shocked 
when someone 
breaks into their 
computer system 
and steals credit 
card or banking 
information. 
SplashData has 
published its 
list of the worst 
passwords on 
the internet, 
compiled from 
more than 3 
million leaked 
passwords from 
2014.

Option Key
Christopher Phin 
runs through the 
options of the 
Option and other 
modifier keys in 
this Macworld 
article.
[This might well 
change your Mac 
experience for 
the better.]

mailto:mac.nz%40me.com?subject=From%20MagBytes
mailto:mac.nz%40me.com?subject=From%20MagBytes
http://www.macsense.co.nz
http://www.mac-nz.com/mac_news.html
http://www.macworld.com/article/2874799/apple-doubles-tim-cooks-compensation-after-successful-year.html
http://appleinsider.com/articles/15/01/25/adobe-acknowledges-critical-remote-vulnerability-in-flash-exploits-already-in-the-wild
http://www.macobserver.com/tmo/article/7-basic-tips-for-a-speedier-mac
http://www.macobserver.com/tmo/article/7-basic-tips-for-a-speedier-mac
http://appleinsider.com/articles/15/01/21/taking-a-page-from-apples-book-microsoft-to-make-windows-10-a-free-upgrade
http://appleinsider.com/articles/15/01/21/taking-a-page-from-apples-book-microsoft-to-make-windows-10-a-free-upgrade
http://appleinsider.com/articles/15/01/21/google-joins-apple-microsoft-and-others-in-student-data-privacy-pledge-
http://appleinsider.com/articles/15/01/21/google-joins-apple-microsoft-and-others-in-student-data-privacy-pledge-
http://www.macworld.com/article/2871689/audio-hijack-3s-improved-interface-makes-capturing-audio-a-breeze.html
http://www.macworld.com/article/2871689/audio-hijack-3s-improved-interface-makes-capturing-audio-a-breeze.html
http://www.tuaw.com/2015/01/20/is-your-password-on-this-list-of-2014s-worst-passwords
http://www.tuaw.com/2015/01/20/is-your-password-on-this-list-of-2014s-worst-passwords
http://www.macworld.com/article/2867994/think-retro-open-apple-closed-apple.html
http://www.macworld.com/article/2867994/think-retro-open-apple-closed-apple.html
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Logic Pro X update brings AirDrop support
Apple’s digital audio solution Logic Pro X has just received a 
massive new update which introduces new drum and synth 
effects, plug-ins, and support for Apple’s AirDrop and MailDrop 
features.
(I posted the full list of additions; here’s TUAW’s report.)
Drummer and Flex Pitch have been improved, and Apple has 
added several new instruments and tools.

Apple has effectively 
expanded the appeal of 
Logic Pro for musicians 
producing electronic-based 
genres like EDM and Hip 
Hop, providing 10 new 

specialised drummers and 20 new electronic kits.
This is a free update for existing users; Logic Pro X 10.1 costs 
NZ$259.99 for new users. 

Logic Remote 1.2 
Free download, works with Logic Pro X and GarageBand v10) now 
has new plug-in view provides access to Logic or Audio Unit plug-
in parameters
• Use Multi-Touch gestures to shape the tone of your tracks with 
Visual EQ
• Remotely add or re-order plug-ins
• Control the microphone and other input settings for compatible 
audio interfaces

MainStage 1.3
This live player package costs NZ$38.99 for new users, but is also 
a free update for existing users
It has a redesigned Compressor plug-in features scalable, Retina-

ready interface and 7 models including the new Classic VCA
• Retro Synth can now create wavetables from imported audio 
and is able to stack up to 8 voices
• Expanded sound library includes over 200 new synth patches 
and 10 classic Mellotron instruments
• The Plug-in Manager now allows you to customise the 
organisation of your menu
• Turn your favourite hardware synthesisers into sampled 
instruments using new Auto Sampler plug-in
• Assign and manage custom shortcuts using the new Key 
Command editor.

Apple’s fifth beta of  OS X Yosemite 10.10.2
Apple has provided yet another pre-release version of its 
forthcoming update for OS X Yosemite to developers, asking 
testers to continue focusing on problem areas including Wi-Fi, 
Mail, VoiceOver, and Bluetooth.

Updates Logic, Mainstage, Logic Remote ~ Apple is still fettling Yosemite

mailto:mac.nz%40me.com?subject=From%20MagBytes
mailto:mac.nz%40me.com?subject=From%20MagBytes
https://macnzmark.wordpress.com/2015/01/22/logicprox1/
http://www.tuaw.com/2015/01/21/logic-pro-x-update-brings-airdrop-support-new-effects-tools-a
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Apple support & 
AppleCare
Apple’s official support pages 
are comprehensive and cover all 
aspects of Apple hardware and 
software – it’s here.
Plus there’s Intro to the Mac and How Tos.
AppleCare: If you need your Mac fixed, 
look for an Apple licenced repair centre. 
People often ask me if they should buy 
AppleCare with their devices. 
Every new Mac has a one-year warranty 
and 90 days free phone support. 
AppleCare extends this all out to three 
years. Under NZ law, you are covered by 
the Consumer Guarantees Act against 
anything going wrong that comes 
down to parts failure within reasonable 
expectations (say, inside three years’ use), 
but be prepared to spend anxious time on 
the phone, sticking to your guns to get it 
fixed. 
However, this absolutely does pay off.
AppleCare is expensive, depending on the 
device, but it’s a replacement policy which 
covers you anywhere in the world. 

If you travel and you want full reassurance, 
and you can afford it, AppleCare is superb.

Mac Senior Net — ready to help
If you are aged 55 years or better and you 
use an Apple computer or device, Mac 
Senior Net is a wonderful resource.
 
Auckland: Mac Senior Net Auckland 
provides on-going Apple Mac and iDevice 
knowledge to help competency, learnt 
alongside others in similar situations. 
The Auckland Club holds monthly 
meetings in Howick, Bayswater and 
Remuera and provides lessons and talks 
very reasonably. 
Go to MSN Ak’s web page or email Marion 
Moffat.
Handy Absolute Beginners’ courses are also 
available at SeniorNet, including for iPads.

Christchurch: With nearly 600 
members, this very active Apple-
focussed group covers Christchurch with 
a dedicated lab – and caters to the city’s 
surrounds by running iPad sessions in rest 
homes.

Mac & iDevice training in 
Auckland 
You’re getting MagBytes and may be 
following my weekly Friday tips on Mac 
NZ – but I also run the Grey Lynn Sessions 
in Auckland (click on Training). This is the 
cheapest way to learn, at $40 per session 
in a friendly, group environment. A new 
series just started, finishing in October. 
Please email if you are interested in 
attending, as I only book a room when I 
can guarantee five attendees. The sessions 
are friendly, open to questions at all times 
and are backed up by handouts, and one 
is running now on Wednesday nights 
(7:30pm). I train (one-to-one at your home 
or workplace (in Auckland) for $95/hour. 
I also present to institutions (click on 
Training).
Please email Mark for more info.

Mac diagnostics
Your Mac has various diagnostic tools and 
routines available. If you think things are 
going awry, check the Help page on Mac 
NZ (click on Help at the top).

Mac help in the North 
Dave Boswell has been a reseller in 
Whangarei for 20 years and can assist. 
MacNorth Computers 09 433 9855,  
027 490 2332, or email Dave Boswell.

Mac Help Apple assistance

mailto:mac.nz%40me.com?subject=From%20MagBytes
mailto:mac.nz%40me.com?subject=From%20MagBytes
http://www.apple.com/support/
http://www.apple.com/nz/findouthow/mac/
http://www.apple.com/nz/findouthow/mac/
http://www.apple.com/nz/service/
http://www.consumer.org.nz/reports/consumer-guarantees-act
http://www.apple.com/nz/support/products/mac.html
http://www.macsnrs.org.nz
mailto:%20macseniorauckland%40mail.com?subject=Enquiry%20via%20MagBytes%20about%20SeniorNet
mailto:%20macseniorauckland%40mail.com?subject=Enquiry%20via%20MagBytes%20about%20SeniorNet
http://www.seniormac.org.nz
http://www.seniormac.org.nz
http://www.mac-nz.com
mailto:mac.nz%40mac.com?subject=Grey%20Lynn%20sessions
http://www.mac-nz.com/mac_training.html
mailto:mac.nz%40mac.com?subject=Please%20tell%20me%20more%20about%20training
http://www.mac-nz.com/help_.html
http://www.mac-nz.com/help_.html
mailto:Dave%20Boswell%20%3Cdaveboz%40xtra.co.nz%3E?subject=Query%20from%20MagBytes
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iDevice news
42% of  iPhone users run out 
of  storage space
16GB really isn’t a lot of storage 
these days –a new study from the 
cloud photography app IceCream and 
Ondevice Research says it impacts 
42% of users at least once a month.
[Not me, I’m a ruthless culler and I 
always take images I’ve shot off by 
plugging my iPhone into my Mac 
regularly. I also have a 64GB iPhone 
now, but I remain ruthless.]

Developers made more 
money than the box office 
Mobile apps have become an 
absolutely massive business in just 
a few years, and sometimes it can 
be difficult to truly grasp how fast 
the industry is growing. This little 
tidbit, courtesy of Asymco’s Horace 
Dediu, is a great data point to help 
put it in perspective: in 2014, iOS app 
developers as a whole made more 
money than the movie industry did 
off of box office receipts.

iPhone 6 ~ storage ~ developer money ~ Game Wizard

mailto:mac.nz%40me.com?subject=From%20MagBytes
mailto:mac.nz%40me.com?subject=From%20MagBytes
http://www.tuaw.com/2015/01/23/survey-shows-42-of-iphone-users-run-out-of-storage-space-once-a
http://www.tuaw.com/2015/01/23/app-devs-made-more-money-than-the-box-office-last-year
http://www.tuaw.com/2015/01/23/app-devs-made-more-money-than-the-box-office-last-year
http://www.logitech.com/en-nz
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iDevice news iPhone 6 ~ storage ~ developer money ~ Game Wizard

50% of  US smartphone activations last quarter
Next week Apple will release its earnings from the 2014 holiday 
quarter and, per usual, the key figure analysts will be honing in on 
will be iPhone sales. By all accounts, the iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 
Plus release has been a sweeping success.

Game Wizard creates worlds with pen and paper
The responsive touchscreen of an iPhone or iPad is perfect for 
creating within games as much as simply playing them. Cartoon 
Network’s Adventure Time already has a number of App Store 
entries, but the new Game Wizard (NZ$6.49) takes a new tack, 
letting you construct your own side-scrolling game worlds 
from scratch and then share them with the online community 
(pictured above).

NimbleBit  makes Apple Watch game
Third-party app developer NimbleBit, known for 8-bit style 
real-time simulation games, announced on Wednesday that 
its upcoming project will be one of the first game titles to 
hit the diminutive screen of the Apple Watch.

iPhone 6 in case survives drop from space
Drop-testing an iPhone 6 case typically involves a push 
from a table,  but Urban Armor Gear didn’t think that was 
enough, so they dropped an iPhone from space. 
They put the iPhone 6 in one of their cases, then lifted it to 
30,784 metres with balloons before dropping it, with GoPro 
cameras to record the descent. The iPhone shut off before 
reaching it’s highest point because apparently they don’t 
work well at -26°C, but it powered back up again after it was 
recovered.

Apple best financial quarter ever
Apple just had the biggest quarter in history. Not just for 
Apple – for any company. Ever.
Until today, Russia’s Gazprom (the largest natural gas 
extractor in the world) held the record at $16.2 billion in 
a quarter. Apple now holds the record: $18.04 billion in 
profit, fiscal Q1 of 2015. For reference, that means Apple 
makes around US$8.3 million dollars per hour in profit (24 
hours a day). Of the current Top 20 record holding earners, 
15 are Oil/Gas producers — primarily ExxonMobil and Shell. 
The other five are all Apple, over various quarters.
This is largely off the back of excellent iPhone 6 sales and 
the Mac – iPad sales were down 18%. 

mailto:mac.nz%40me.com?subject=From%20MagBytes
mailto:mac.nz%40me.com?subject=From%20MagBytes
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iDevice news Stylus ~ PhotoTime ~ Parallels ~ Spyglass ~ UnPocket

Carpenter’s stylus
FiftyThree, the company that developed the Paper drawing/
painting app (free with in-app purchases), also created a 
companion stylus that they naturally gave the name Pencil to. 
The stylus looks like a carpenter’s pencil but has some amazing 
technology built into it. It sells for US$49.95 for a graphite version 
and $59.95 in walnut.

PhotoTime is a powerful iOS photo organiser
Many apps, including Apple’s Photos app, will tag photos and read 
EXIF data from your photos, but PhotoTime goes a lot deeper.

Parallels Access for iOS updated
Parallels on Thursday updated its Parallels Access app for iOS, 
adding a robust file manager, iPhone 6 and 6 Plus support and iOS 
file sharing features, among other enhancements.

Spyglass is a full-featured app for outdoors
Spyglass (NZ$4.99, on sale) is a really complete GPS toolkit for 
people spending time outdoors or doing off-road navigation. 
Features are numerous; among them a heads-up display, a 

high quality compass with map overlays, a gyrocompass, 
speedometer, altimeter, astronomical object finder, a sextant, 
inclinometer, angular calculator and more.

Apple Matters: Apple, 1984 and excellent clothing
1984 was the year Apple introduced the Macintosh computer with 
the infamous Super Bowl ad by director Ridley Scot (Blade Runner 
etc). This 
Apple Matters 
blog links 
that to some 
brand new 
2015 clothing 
modelled on 
that described 
in Orwell’s 
1984 which 
includes 
‘UnPockets’ that cut off all transmissions in and out of iDevices, 
making them undetectable. 

Great new tiny keyboard for iDevices
iOS-compatible Bluetooth keyboards are common, but the 
TextBlade is  “an 
entirely new class of 
touch-typing device.” 
It’s hard to argue with 
that, as you can see 
from the picture. [I 
want this! There are 
efforts to get it on sale 
in NZ, but it is US$99.]

mailto:mac.nz%40me.com?subject=From%20MagBytes
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Get the most from iOS 8 Mail and Calendartips&tricks
1/ New Mail options 
— In the Mail app, 
tap ‘Mailboxes ‘ at 
top left to go ‘back’.  
In the Mailboxes 
view, you see an Edit 
button at top right. 
Touch that, and 
you’ll see the two 
new options: Thread 
Notification” and 
Today. Today shows all messages you’ve 
received today (as long as they’re still in 
your inbox).
Thread Notifications includes emails from 
conversations you’ve asked to be notified 
about. If you toggle the checkbox next to 
those options on and then touch Done, 
they will appear in your main Mailboxes 
view. Those lines along the right-hand 
side, in Edit mode, let you rearrange the 
order they’ll appear in.

2/ Apple’s Mail app on the iPhone and 
iPad includes a couple handy gestures — 
These let you flag messages, mark them as 
read, or toss them in the trash by dragging 
across an email in the message list. iOS 8 
lets you edit your options:
To change the left and right swipe gestures 
in iOS 8’s Mail app, tap Settings, then 
choose Mail, Contacts, Calendars. Now 

tap Swipe Options: you can 
set the left- and right-
swipe options from here, 
so Mark as Read and Flag 
are attached to the gesture 
you prefer. You can disable 
either from appearing, but 
you can’t change where the 
Trash and More options 
show up.
Changing Mail’s swipe 

settings can be useful depending on if 
you’re right or left-handed, how you hold 
your iPhone, or if you use one option 
more than the other. If you flag a lot of 
messages, for example, it might be easier 
to avoid accidentally deleting an email 
you’d rather not lose.

3/ Your latest contacts — When you 
double-click the Home button on an 
iDevice, you get the App Switcher/quitter 
as before (drag the smaller app windows 
upwards to properly ‘quit’ them). But iOS 
8 added your latest contacts along the 

top for instant call-backs, messages etc – 
when you tap someone’s avatar in the top 
region, you’re given a variety of ways to 
make a connection with them.
But here’s the real tip: you can change 
what contacts are listed. Visit Settings, 
choose Mail, Contacts, Calendars and 
scroll down and touch Show In App 
Switcher for two options you can turn on 
or off: Phone Favourites and Recents.

4/ Fine tune your event alerts — While 
you’re in Mail, Contacts, Calendars, tap 
on Sync under the Calendars section. Here 
you can tap on the duration of time you’d 
like your iPhone or iPad to sync events for.

5/ Set default alert times for calendar 
events on iPhone and iPad — Alert times 
are when your calendar alerts you that you 
have an upcoming event or appointment. 
You can easily change the setting for when 
your Calendar app on your iPhone or iPad 
will alert you of an event.
Again in Settings>Mail, Contacts, 
Calendars, tap on Default Alert Times 
under the Calendars section. Here you can 
choose the default alert times you’d like. 
You can even set different default alert 
times for birthdays, timed events, and all 
day events.
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Image Capture, the ‘hidden’ app with the hidden powerstips&tricks
I increasingly meet people who think the 
only apps they have are in the Dock (not 
true) and they’re not even sure they have 
an Applications Folder (they do) or where 
it lives (on the often-concealed hard drive).

1/ The obvious — Image Capture, an app in 
the Applications’ folder of every 
Mac, can be used as the default 
downloader of images and 
movies to your Pictures folder.  
Image Capture sees connected 
devices that might hold images 
and movies: iPads, iPhones, 
cameras, SD cards, the hard 
drive of a camcorder connected 
via USB; even connected scanners. In the 
main portion of the window you find a lot 
of information about images on a device.
Load up Image Capture and then plug 
in a device, or open iPhoto, choose 
Preferences, and under the General tab, 
you can set the default image download 
behaviour. I prefer Image Capture, as I like 
to immediately know where my images 
reside, and if I want them in iPhoto, I 
simply drag-and-drop those images onto 
the iPhoto icon in the Dock, which imports 
them into iPhoto.

2/ Scan — Most scanners ship with some 
kind of software, you may not need it 

4/ Automatically import images — 
Hidden in the depths of your Mac’s System 
folder is an app called AutoImporter). If 
you, as above, select a device and, from 
the Applications pop-up menu, choose 
AutoImporter, any time you insert that 
device, its images will be automatically 
imported into an AutoImport folder 
within your user folder’s Pictures folder.

5/ Create a contact sheet — Select some 
images and, from the Import To pop-up 
menu, choose MakePDF. Click the Import 
button and a MakePDF app launches and 
creates a contact sheet from the selected 
images. 
You can change the size of the thumbnails 
by selecting a different size from 
MakePDF’s Layout menu. When you save 
the file it will be saved as a PDF.

6/ Create a web page — As you clicked on 
that pop-up menu you may have noticed a 
Build Web Page option. When you choose 
this option, select some images, and then 
click Import, the images will appear as 
thumbnails on a web page that opens in 
your Mac’s default browser. 
Click on an image and you’ll see a larger 
version of it. Click the larger image to 
return to the thumbnails page.

as Image Capture can take care of basic 
scanning chores. Not only that, but many 
Epson scanners simply stopped working 
from OS 10.10 – but Image Capture still 
makes them scan. Connect a scanner to 
your Mac, fire up Image Capture, select 
the scanner in the Devices pane, and click 

the Show Details button at 
the bottom of the window to 
see just what Image Capture 
can do with your scans. It has a 
surprising  number of options.

3/ Assign a default editor — 
Normally, as in 1/, when you 
plug your camera or iOS device 

into your Mac, iPhoto launches. If you’d 
like a different app to launch after you 
import the images into Image Capture 
— Apple Aperture or Preview, or Adobe 
Lightroom or Photoshop — you can do 
that too: click on the small triangle at the 
bottom-left of the Image Capture window 
this triangle only appears if you have a 
device other than a scanner, like a camera 
or iDevice, or a volume like an SD card 
plugged in) to expose the Application pop-
up menu. Now select a connected device 
and, from that pop-up menu, choose 
Other. In the sheet that appears navigate 
to the app you’d like to open when you 
connect the selected device.
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A double-dose of  Mac OS 10.10 and iOS 8 tipstips&tricks
Five Mac tips 
1/ iCloud Drive — iCloud has been vastly 
improved in Yosemite, turning it more into 
a Dropbox and Google Drive competitor. 
iCloud Drive is in the Finder, and it works 
in a very straightforward way: drag a file 
into iCloud Drive and it’ll be available on 
other iOS devices, as well as via the web. 
Make changes to a Pages document on 
your iPad and it’ll be there when you get 
back to your Mac.
You get 5GB of free storage, but for 
NZ$1.29 per month you can bump that up 
to a decent 20GB. For NZ$4.99 monthly 
you’ll get 200GB, and 500GB will set you 
back NZ$12.99 a month, and for NZ$24.99 
a month, 1TB. (To buy more, which I never 
do, preferring to manage my storage, open 
System Preferences, select iCloud and click 
Manage Storage.)
This Apple Insider post takes you into 
more detail on iCloud Drive across all 
devices.

2/ Turn Dashboard back on — By default, 
Dashboard, the area widgets where used 
to sit, is turned off in Yosemite. But it’s 
easy to turn it back on. Open System 
Preferences, then Mission Control and flick 
Dashboard to ‘on’.

3/ Get Enhanced Dictation — Apple 

still hasn’t built Siri into OS X, but the 
Dictation tool is handy for taking down 
quick notes with your voice. In Yosemite, 
not all the Dictation features come 
preinstalled; you have to download them. 
It’s simple enough, though – open System 
Preferences, click the Dictation tab and 
tick the Enable Enhanced Dictation box. 
The 422MB download allows offline use, 
plus continuous dictation.

4/ Use Dictation Commands — With 
this feature, you can control quitting 
programs, selecting words, and moving 
your cursor around with just your voice.
First, enable Enhanced Dictation as above, 
since the commands won’t work without 
that on. Now in System Preferences 
choose Accessibility and scroll down 
to click on the ‘Dictation’ tab from the 
left-hand list. You will see the ‘Dictation 
Commands’ option in the right-hand pane. 
Click on that to see your choices.
Whenever you invoke Dictation under 
Yosemite (which you’ll do by pressing the 
shortcut for that, listed under System 
Preferences> Dictation & Speech> 
Dictation), you can speak those listed 
commands to do things like select text, 
copy and paste, undo an action, and so 
on. And if you tick the check-box labelled 
“Enable advanced commands” at the 

bottom of that window, you can switch 
between apps, quit programs, minimise 
windows, and more!

5/ Change your Mac’s Facetime ringtone 
in Yosemite (OS 10.10x)— Yes, it’s 
possible! With 10.10 on your Mac and iOS 8 
on your device, your Mac now ‘rings’ when 
your iPhone does. Open FaceTime (if it’s 
not in your Dock, it’s in your Applications 
menu) and from the menus at the 
top of your screen, choose FaceTime> 
Preferences.
In the Preferences window, the ‘Ringtone’ 
drop-down is near the bottom of the 
‘Settings’ tab. Switch that to whatever you 
like, there are loads to choose from.
If you’ve set specific ringtones for any 
of your contacts, they will override this 
default preference, but everyone else will 
trigger the sound you picked here.

Five iOS tips …
You may need to turn Siri on if it doesn’t 
launch when you hold in the Home button 
for a few minutes. You can turn it on in 
Settings>General>Siri.
1/ If you’ve tried dictating with your Mac, 
here’s how with iOS — Here’s a visual 
guide to the current dictation shortcuts 
in Siri. (If you’ve used voice recognition 
software before, these may be familiar.)
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Voice control of  Macs and iDevices, and 10 tips for Apple Mapstips&tricks
2/ What’s playing? Apple integrated 
Shazam into iOS 8, which means that you 
can have your iPhone name tune (most 
tunes, anyway – it’s not so good with stuff 
like Captain Beefheart) you hear playing.
Start up Siri (press and hold the home 
button) and say something like ‘What’s 
the name of this tune?’ or ‘What’s 
playing?’ – and let Siri listen. Provided the 
tune is clear enough, and there’s not too 
much foreground chatter, your iPhone 
should establish what’s playing and 
provide a link to the iTunes listing.

3/ Siri can direct you home — Boot up Siri 
by holding in the Home button for a few 
seconds, then say ‘Take me home,’ and it’ll 
use Apple Maps (which is totally fixed and 
useful now, please note) to get turn-by-
turn directions back to your house.
You’ll need to ensure you have an address 
listed for Home in your Contacts app, but 
even if you don’t, Siri will offer a shortcut 
to do so.

4/ Photos before and after — When 
editing photos in the Photos app (choose 
a photo and tap the Edit button at top 
right), tap and hold the image to see how 
it looked originally. Release to snap back to 
your current edit – a great way to compare 
and contrast what it was to what it will be.

5/ Quickly complete web addresses in 
Safari — Press and hold the full stop key 
on the keyboard in Safari when inputting 
an address and you’ll bring up a list of 
internet address suffixes, like .com, .co.uk, 
and the like. Release your thumb over the 
one you want to insert it into the address.

— Business-boosting tips — 
Do you want your business boosted by 
giving your workers greater productivity? 
Book me for my 60 Mac tips in 60 minutes, 
or 60 iOS tips in 60. It’s a fun presentation, 
it’s over in 60 minutes and everyone walks 
away with a tip sheet they can refer back 
to. Groups up to 50, no problem. This will 
revive workplace productivity and make 
your devices more fun and less threatening 
while raising the knowledge of your staff.

— Apple Maps got such bad press when 
it launched, people still shun it. Me? I 
use it every day. I’ve used in Auckland, 
Wellington, Sydney, San Francisco, 
Rotterdam, Amsterdam, London and New 
York. After all, since when has Apple let 
errors persist? Lots of work has been done 
and it’s a stellar app. I even use it when 
I’m driving, having given up on TomTom 
(which supplies some of the mapping and 
traffic data anyway). Here are ten tips 
(from Gizmodo) to help you overcome 
your anti-Maps bias, whether it’s on Mac 
or iDevice.

1/ Switch on satellite view for walking 
directions — Walking directions can be a 
bit hit-and-miss, so switch on the satellite 
view and you can get a better idea of 
where footpaths end and canal towpaths 
begin. Satellite view isn’t always ideal for 
looking at maps, as it tends to crowd out 
the most useful information, but if you’re 
planning a walk it can give you some vital 

clues as to the route. Satellite or hybrid 
views are available from the Information 
icon at the lower right-hand corner.

2/ Add contact addresses from dropped 
pins — One of the handy ways in which you 
can use a dropped pin is to add its location 
as an address for one of your contacts. 
On iOS, tap-and-hold to drop a pin, then 
tap its label to see the address. Choose 
Add to Existing Contact and you can pick 
out a contact card as well as make edits to 
the address if required.

3/ Take a city flyover — Maps now 
supports city tours as part of the Flyover 
feature, and the number of supported 
locations across the world is growing. You 
can find the Flyover Tour option by tapping 
on the right-pointing triangle to the right 
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Maps for this, Maps on that, and it’s loaded with cleverness tootips&tricks
of the city name after you’ve run a search 
on the name of a supported city; tap the 
word Flyover Tour from the options to 
launch a quick, aerial, 3D tour of some of 
the major sights in your chosen location, 
handy both for vacations and for getting 
to know the local area a little better. 
On Mac OS X, click the little ‘i’ information 
button to the right of the city name. 
(Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch 
have it, and Dunedin was added just a few 
days ago – Apple has a page which tells 
you which cities support Flyover.)

4/ Send locations to your mobile devices 
— If you’re running Maps on a Mac in OS X 
and you’ve found a location you absolutely 
must transfer to your iPhone or iPad, click 
the place label, then the Share button, 
then your device (both computer and 
device must be connected to the same 
iCloud account for this to work). On your 
iPhone or iPad you’ll see a notification, 
which when swiped will bring up the same 
location. You can then explore the place, 
get directions, and so on.

5/ Check or disable your location history 
— By default, iOS keeps track of where 
you’re going and the spots you go to most 
often. (You’ll see a list of previous location 
searches when you search for a new place). 

This is good for retracing your steps and 
finding places in Maps quickly, but not 
so good if you find this behaviour a bit 
invasive. From the Settings app, choose 
Privacy then Location Services. Tap System 
Services followed by Frequent Locations to 
check up on your travel history or to turn 
off the feature if you don’t like it. You can 
clear your location history too.

6/ Switch on compass mode — If you’re 
and need to find your way home, it can 
be very helpful to know which way you’re 
facing. So tap on the Location blue triangle 
icon down at the bottom of the screen to 
pinpoint your location, then tap on it again 
to activate the compass mode. As you turn 
around the map will automatically rotate, 
helping you identify landmarks and orient 
yourself. 

7/ Export maps as PDFs — Drop the File 
menu and you’ll see Export as PDF. If 
you’ve searched for a specific location on 
the map, then the exported file uses the 
default zoom level, but you can change 
this by moving around the map manually.

8/ Balance the volume — Since iOS 7, 
Apple Maps has let you adjust the volume 
of the voice giving you directions in 
relation to the rest of the audio coming 

out of your iPhone. If you’re listening to 
music or a podcast while trying to get 
from one place to another then you might 
want to quieten down the voice directions 
or switch them off altogether. From the 
Settings app, choose Maps and you can 
set the volume level, as well as switch 
between miles and kilometres.

9/ Find what apps are popular near your 
location — One of the more unusual 
features available through the iOS Apple 
Maps app is the option to have a look at 
what iTunes Store apps are popular with 
other users in your area. Tap on the marker 
showing your current location, tap on 
right of the pop-up label that appears, and 
you’ll be presented with a list.  

10/ Finding places with Siri — Siri 
really comes into its own when it comes 
to finding nearby locations and the 
integration between Apple’s digital 
assistant and the Maps app is getting 
better all the time. Try asking Siri to “find 
the nearest park” (to bring up the closest 
result) or “find a park” (to bring up a 
longer list). You can also try “Show me 
a map of…” to jump straight to a place 
in Maps without messing around with 
typing and swiping, or “Directions to…” for 
navigation options.
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The last tips in this bumper issue ~ iOS keyboard smartstips&tricks
1/ Easy capitalisation — Using predictive 
text (selecting the right word from 
the three choices that appear above 
the keyboard in iOS 8)  is a simple joy, 
especially with longer words. A new 
feature in the predictive text function is 
smart capitalisation.
If you forget to capitalise a word, say 
‘mark’, simply select the word in question 
by tapping it twice, then tap the shift key, 
and select the proper spelling from the 
predictive typing menu.

2/ All Upper Case — If you want to make 
a word all upper case letters, the process 
is just as simple. Select the word by 
double-tapping it, then tap shift twice 
once you’ve highlighted the word — 
effectively activating the caps lock — and 
predictive text offers up a number of fully-
capitalised suggestions as a replacement. 
If you proofread and edit your texts after 
they’re written, this trick could help you 
save some time in the long run. 
This is a really good feature when you get 
used to it.

3/ Removing images from Photo Stream 
— When you take a picture with an iPhone, 
a copy immediately lands on any other 
devices and Macs you have (assuming 
they’re all signed into the same Apple ID). 

But if you want to 
delete that picture, 
do you need to 
delete it separately 
on all devices? 
No – just be patient. 
Photo Stream was 
built to sync photo 
additions as well 
as deletions on all 
devices associated 
with your iCloud 
account. So, when 
you launch Photos 
on your iPhone 6, go into your photo 
stream, select an image, and then delete 
it, it will eventually disappear from 
your other devices provided that they’re 
connected to the same network.
But note there are cases when this won’t 
happen: if you’ve moved any of these 
images to your Camera Roll on an iOS 
device or imported them to an iPhoto 
or Aperture library, they’ll no longer 
disappear when you delete them on 
another device because these copies are 
now part of another album. 
Also, if the image is more than 30 days old 
and you have fewer than 1000 images in 
your My Photo Stream album, they may 
remain.

4/ Using the same 
iCloud on two 
devices — This can 
lead to all sorts 
of problems. You 
other may not want 
the same iBook, 
apps appearing 
on their devices, 
doesn’t share your 
taste in music, 
and sure as hell 
doesn’t want to 
read your emails 

and messages. Luckily, iOS 8 solves the 
problem, because some of those things 
you do want to share, thanks to Family 
Sharing. 
Now you can use separate Apple IDs. 
When using separate Apple IDs with 
Family Sharing on, you no longer share a 
single Photo Stream anymore: you each 
have your own. (iPhoto won’t let you sign 
in to Photo Stream on two separate iCloud 
accounts at once.) 
There’s more on this at Here’s The Thing.

5/ Fit brain — Do you want to use your 
iDevice to keep sharp? No problem thanks 
to brain games. Here’s a selection of 
games specially tailored to tweak your 
faculties.
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–iMac with Retina Display
The most remarkable thing about this iMac, 
which became available late 2014, is the 
display. Widely expected was a 4K iMac, Apple 
actually produced one with a 5k (5 million 
pixels) for crystal clear, razor-sharp graphics. 
The graphics card is fairly stock – the magic 
apparently lies in Apple’s custom-created 
display timer chip. The ‘stock’ model has a 
3.5GHz quad-core Intel i5, which turbo-boosts 
up to 3.9GHz and comes with 8GB RAM, 
1TB Fusion Drive and a 2GB AMD Radeon R9 
M290X video card. 
That will set you back NZ$3699 and this would 
be a perfectly respectable machine and with 
that incredible display, but mavens will be 
ticking the option boxes when they order, if 
they want a truly incredible Mac: 4GHz i7  CPU 
for a start, since it hyper-threads  for better 
performance (add $400), at least 16GB RAM 
(add $320, or $960 for 32GB, or buy your 
own RAM and put it in yourself because it’s 
cheaper and really easy) and videographers in 
particular will spring for the 3TB Fusion Drive 
(add$240). The 4GB video card adds another 

$400.
A Retina iMac specced out like this might 
cost you $5059 (or $5699 with 32GB RAM 
preinstalled) but will give any Mac Pro 
(starting $4999, then add a monitor) a real 
run for its money. See the options at Apple 
(where you can spec-up and mail-order Macs.)

–iPhone 6 cases
Recently I looked at around 20 iPhone 6 
cases, on iStart and then, in more detail, 
on Mac NZ. Here’s a roundup.
Belkin Grip Case: snap-on TPU and 
Polycarbonate has nice feel, with a 
textured matte surface.
Details — Belkin Grip, RRP $24.99, 
available in ‘blacktop’, ‘sorbet’ (a pinkish-
crimson) and ‘purple’.

shiny&new 27-inch Retina iMac ~ iPhone 6 cases
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shiny&new Case options for iPhone 6

–Speck Candyshell + faceplate
Speck Candyshell + faceplate
Another snap-in rigid case, this adds a 
little bulk. The result is more protection; 
this also comes with a plastic cover for 
the screen. It has a rugged, reassuringly 
protective feel; the corners the iPhone sits 
in are cushioned.
Details — < Speck Candyshell + faceplate, 
RRP $49.95, in six colours.

–iLuv Peanuts case
Slimline and snap-on, but it’s not grippy. 
Not exactly ‘executive’ in styling, with 
Schulz Peanuts cartoon graphics. 
This is shaped like an Apple case with 
cutaways.
Details — iLuv Snoopy hardshell case > 
RRP $29.95, available in blue, grey, black 
and brown with different cartoon motifs.

–iLuv Regatta dual-layer case
These hardshell cases come in bright 
colours, with cutaways for ports, and even 
for the Apple logo on the back and it has 
buttons to match the iPhone 6 buttons. 
They are designed in New York.
Details — iLuv Regatta dual-layer case > 
RRP $24.95, in seven colour combinations.

iLuv Vyneer ‘dual material’–
These iLuvs comprise slim, semi-

transparent hard-shells. 
The cases come in black with a smoke 
back panel, or pink/pink or turquoise/

turquoise. 
The non-transparent frame is TPU 

(thermoplastic polyurethane), with 
cutaways for the switches and ports.

Details — iLuv Vyneer, RRP $24.95, 
in three colours (below).
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shiny&new Cases galore for iPhone 6

–Maroo Woodland,  
Executive & CL
These look more ‘executive’, with 
material inlays (wool, vinyl, leather). The 
outsides are hard and strong, the insides 
are cushioned.
What’s great: It’s slim, useful and smart. 
They feel great to the hand with that 
slightly organic touch.
But: Maybe not as protective as some.
Details — Maroo Woodland, 
Executive and CL (right,  bottom) 
$RRP$39.99. (From Harvey Norman.)

–Maroo Woodland, 
Executive & CL Wallets
These are full-on wallet 
replacements. Some people will 
love being able to bundle their 
cards, cash and ID in one pack 
that includes an iPhone.
Details — Maroo Woodland, 
Executive and CL Wallet Cases 
in various colour/texture 
combinations (above, top), 
RRP $69.99. (Maroo cases are at 
Harvey Norman.)

–tech21 Classic Shell >
This is a shock-proof shell made from D30 

‘impactology’. This case has a matte interior that 
mates with the iPhone back-plate 
and a glossy outer surface, semi-
transparent on the back. It has a 

nice positive hand-feel.
Details —tech21 Classic Shell, RRP 

$44.95, available in clear, smoke, 
pink and blue with different rim 
colours. (Available from JB HIFI 

and Noel Leeming.)

–Casemate Caliber
The ‘Genuine G10’ 
Composite > is a two-
part case. 
It offers a 
rugged-looking 
textured 
surface made 
from ‘ballistic’ 
G10 for the 
back and, with 
the dull-green 
bezel snapped 
to the black back-plate, 
is a little bulky, with 
positive-feeling buttons.
Details — Casemate 
Caliber, RRP $55.

–Casemate Caliber Naked Tough >
Transparent but with metal buttons that press the iPhone buttons. The 
transparent back is scratch-proof and the snap-together bezel is slightly 
more giving to the touch. Details — Casemate Naked Tough, RRP $35, available in clear or a tinted smoke/
black. (available from Dick Smith, JB HIFI, Noel Leeming and Harvey Norman.)
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